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Outline 

 

• Motivation and introduction 

• Observation of Antimatter nuclei: 
antihypertriton & antiHelium-4  

• Measurement on interaction between antiprotons 

• Summary & outlook 



Motivation 
•  Observation on antimatter nuclei and the studies of their  properties are important issues on CPT 

symmetry.

•  Relativistic heavy ion collider provides an unique venue to create an extreme hot and dense matter which 
can mimic the early Universe. Therefore, more antimatter nuclei could be expected from there.

•  Traditionally, antimatter nuclei observed so far are only composed of light antiquarks (ubar, dbar). Is it 
possible for inclusion of anti-strange quark?

•  The record of heaviest antimatter nucleus which was observed in lab is for mass number 3 before 2011. 
Since a stable structure of Helium4, so it is of very interesting  to look for anti-helium 4 in Lab.

•  From the interaction viewpoint,  the large body of knowledge on nuclear force was derived from studies 
made on nucleons or nuclei. However, there is no quantitative information about the nuclear force 
between anti-nucleons. 

•   The knowledge of interaction among two anti-protons, the simplest system of anti-nucleons(nuclei), is a 
fundamental ingredient for understanding the structure of more sophisticated anti-nuclei and their 
properties. 

•  With abundantly produced anti-nucleons, RHIC (and LHC too) has the excellent capability of conducting 
such kind of studies.
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STAR Detectors 

Full 2π coverage;  Pseudorapidity coverage ~ ±1 unit 

EEMC Magnet MTD BEMC TPC TOF BBC 

TOF & Muon Telescope Detector (MTD)： Chinese contribution
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RHIC is not only a machine to search for QGP!
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A minireview:
Y. G. Ma, J. Chen, L. Xue, Front. Phys., 2012, 7(6): 637–646
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Jinhui Chen (SINAP), APS G. E. Valley Prize, 2012!
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lifetime measurement is critical to understand the 
structure of hypertriton 

17 Y. Xu & Y. Zhu (SINAP)



World data for hypertriton lifetime:  a puzzle?

In future, with more data for antihypertriton, it could be  tested for the 
precise lifetime difference between hypertriton and anti-hypertriton

18 Y. Xu & Y. Zhu (SINAP)
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Liang Xue, PhD Thesis of SINAP, 2012
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Precision measurement of the mass difference between light  
nuclei and anti-nuclei by ALICE Collaboration
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The values are compatible, within uncertainties, with zero and represent
a CPT invariance test in systems bound by nuclear forces.
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coalescence vs thermal

 
 

Relativistic Heavy Ion collisions : 
 High antibaryon density 
 High temperature 

 Favorable environment for both production mechanisms. 
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Antimatter asymmetry at low energy
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In hydrodynamic blast-wave model
+coalescence model:
L. Xue, YGM et al., PRC 85,064912 (2013); 
N. Saha, YGM et  al., PLB 754, 6 (2016) 

Obtained fit values for reduction factor are 
1.2 ×103 (1.5 ×103) and 0.33 ×103 (1.95 
×104) for adding one more nucleon 
(antinucleon) to the system for √sNN=200 
and11.5GeV respectively.!
!
The difference in reduction factor  between 
matter and antimatter shows a significant 
energy (temperature) dependence.!



Exotic particle yield vs strangeness

The pT integrated yield 
of multistrange hadrons 
falls exponentially as 
strangeness quantum 
number increases. 

Experimental data for 
LL & pOmega, see 
Jinhui Chen’s talk this 
afternoon.



Questions?

Even though we can explain the production rates of 
matter and matter using naïve coalescence model or 

thermal model, 

Why the antinucleons can be bound to form an 
antinucleus? 

What is the interaction force between antinucleon-
antinucleon? 

Is there any difference from nucleon-nucleon interaction?



An intensity interferometry method 
provides a way to explore pp (pbar-pbar) interaction
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-for pp!
Many works have been done at low-E HIC. eg. B. Lynch, Pochldzalla, C. Gelbke, Pratt et al.

However, there is no any antiproton-antiproton measurement so far. 
If so , antiproton interaction parameter could be extracted.

singlet wave attraction



An example:  p-p correlation measurement in low energy HIC
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Q_pp~20MeV/c & theta_pp ~ 
30deg, indicating a strong 2p 
emission component for 22Mg  !

Our p-p correlation measurement for 22Mg!
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Particle Identification 

TPC (Time Projection Chamber)!

We use TPC and TOF (Time of Flight) for the particle 
identification. The purity for anti-proton is over 99%. 
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Femtoscopy Analysis 
Correlation Function(CF): 

A(k*) - real pair,  
B(k*) - pair from mixed events 
k* - half of relative momentum between two particles 
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Formula to fit our data 

where

and

In this case, once we got the correlation function, we fit the data by the following 

equation:
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Antiproton-antiproton Correlation Function 
The theoretical correlation function can be obtained with: 

is the s-wave scattering amplitude renormalized by Coulomb interaction. 

where FSI weight

Lednický and Lyuboshitz analytical model

and the equal-time (t* = 0) reduced Bethe–Salpeter amplitude is:



 f0    & d0
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The scattering length f0 in quantum mechanics describes low-energy scattering. 

The elastic cross section, σe , at low energies is determined solely by the 

scattering length,

d0 is the effective range of strong interaction between two particles. It corresponds 
to the range of the potential in an extremely simplified scenario - the square well 
potential.

•  f0 and d0 are two important parameters in characterizing the strong 
interaction between two particles. 

•  The part                     in the equation we used to fit the data is 
calculated based on f0 and d0. 

Here k is the wave number.

The scattering length is a measurement of how particles
deviate as they travel from source to destination

The effective range indicates how close particles need to be 
for their charges to influence each other, like magnets.
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Correlations and the ratio

Fit results:
For proton-proton CF, 
R=2.75±0.01fm;    /NDF = 1.66;

For pbar-pbar CF,
R=2.80±0.02fm , f0=7.41±0.19fm, 
d0=2.14±0.27fm; 
   /NDF=1.61

/NDF contour, 1-sigma boundary in white 

STAR Preliminary  
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f0 and d0 for antiproton-antiproton

Within errors, the f0 and d0 for the 
antiproton-antiproton interaction are 
consistent with the ones for the proton-
proton interaction. 

Our measurements provide input for 
descriptions of the interaction among 
antiprotons, one of the simplest systems of 
anti-nucleons(nuclei). 

The result provides a quantitative 
verification of matter-antimatter symmetry in 
the context of the forces responsible for the 
binding of (anti)nuclei. CPT symmetry still 
works!

	
STAR( Z.Q. Zhang，Y. G. Ma，A. Tang et al.)	
Z.Q. Zhang, PhD Thesis (2016)	
	
See, Huan-Qiao Zhang, Research highlight in 
<<National Science Review>> (2016) issue 2:	
First measurement of strong interaction between 
antiprotons	

	

527, 325 (2015) 	



a carton view on pbar-pbar correlation 
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A schematic of the two-particle correlation process in a heavy-ion collision.



Summary
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•  RHIC is not only a machine for Quark Gluon Plasma, but also a machine for 
antimatter production.  

•  First anti-hypernucleus, anti-hypertriton was observed in 2010 and anti-helium-4 
was observed in 2011. The former one was discovered by the invariant mass 
reconstruction and the later was directly observed by energy loss and ToF. 

•  We report the result of antiproton-antiproton correlation function from 200GeV Au
+Au collisions. The interaction parameters scattering length f0 & effective rage d0 
are, for the first time, extracted from the correlation function, and the interaction 
between the two anti-protons is found to be attractive. 

•  This direct information on the interaction between two anti-protons, one of the 
simplest systems of anti-nucleons, provides a fundamental ingredient for 
understanding the structure of more complex anti-nuclei and their properties. 

•  Within the current errors, antiproton-antiproton interaction is the same as proton-
proton interaction, it indicates the CPT symmetry still works for interaction. 



outlook

（1） Possible future improvement of the 
measurement could be made by reducing the 
uncertainty from the Λ–Λ CF, which dominates our 
systematic error, by further accumulation of data. 

（2）A similar extraction of f0 and d0 could also be 
repeated with (anti)proton– (anti)proton CF measured 
at the Large Hadron Collider, where the yield ratio of 
antiproton to proton is close to unity.
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Thanks for your attention!

祝⼤大家六六⼤大顺！


